
MY FILES (The Blackboard Content Collection System) 

 
(More information and tutorials will soon be available. Meanwhile, please use this quick reference sheet 
to familiarize yourself with this rich and robust feature!) 

CONTENT COLLECTION: The CONTENT COLLECTION SYSTEM is a file repository in Blackboard that allows 
faculty to store, manage, and even share content. The CONTENT COLLECTION SYSTEM can be accessed 
from any computer by logging into Bb. 

Up until this point, all Blackboard content has been stored in course folders within individual courses. 
When courses were copied, all content was duplicated.  

Now, however, courses may be copied from semester to semester, but using links to single files in your 
CONTENT COLLECTION, rather than creating those duplications.   

Our  goal,  then,  should  be  to  begin  to  store  our  files  in  our  own  CONTENT  SYSTEM  (“My  Files”),  or  to  the  
Institutional folders, (departmental folders may also be requested) depending upon how they are to be 
used and shared.  

Any reusable files that you routinely use in your courses, for example, may be most effectively stored in 
the Content Collection System, and linked from your course or courses. 

If you will be sharing content, for example, with other instructors who use the same files in their 
courses, it may be appropriate to store them in the institution or department folder.  Permissions may 
be configured to allow you to control who has access to what. 

The ALL COURSES CONTENT folder allows you to see all the content in all the courses to which you have 
access as instructor, course builder, or TA. It may be helpful for you to look back at these for reference 
when building a new course. 

You should see a new tab in Blackboard called MY FILES.  This tab accesses the Content Collection 
System, and will allow you to manage content independent of any course.  

As you begin to understand the process of keeping your files in a single location, to be accessed from 
multiple courses, you will note that uploading and managing course content is much easier. Documents 
or files in the Content Collection may be edited or altered in this one place (overwritten). Any links to an 
overwritten file will remain intact, and thus display the latest version.  

 



Content Collection Menus 

The menus are located in the left hand sidebar and include the Content Collection, Jump To, and Search 
Content menus.  

The Content Frame 

The content frame occupies 
most of the screen to 
display the current view. 
The size of the content 
frame can be increased or 
decreased with respect to 
the Content Collection 
menu by clicking and 
dragging the border that 
separates the two panels. 
The content frame includes 
the Breadcrumb Trail, 
Action Bar, and Content 
Frame. 

 

Content Areas 

The Content Collection organizes files and folders into 
separate areas for users, Courses, and the Institution itself. 
Each area is accessed through the Content Collection 
menu. Selecting an area displays the hierarchy of folders 
and files available to the user in that area. There are three 
default content areas: My Content, Course Content, and 
Institution Content. 

 

 

 

 

 



Content Collection Menu 

The Content Collection menu can be viewed two different ways. These views are represented by icons at 
the top of the panel. The shortcut view appears initially by default. The system will save your view 
preference and return you to this view each time you enter the Content Collection. You may drag the 
right-side of the frame to adjust the size of Content Collection menu.  

 

 

 

The shortcut view includes 
buttons to open each content 
area and bookmarks. The 
folder view shows each 
content area with a nested 
folder.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shortcut and Folder View of the Content Collection Menu 

 

 



ADDING CONTENT  

 

 

 

 



 

 

LINKING CONTENT FROM YOUR COLLECTION WITHIN YOUR COURSE 

 



 

 

A window will then appear displaying your Content Collection. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

CONTENT COLLECTION may also be accessed from 
within  your  course’s  CONTROL  PANEL.  The  first  
option  is  your  course’s  content. The ALL COURSES 
CONTENT link will display content from any course 
in which you are the instructor, TA or Course 
Builder. The ALL ORGANIZATIONS CONTENT link will 
display all content from organizations in which you 
are the leader, assistant, or org builder, and the 
INSTITUTION CONTENT link will display any content 
placed at the institution level for sharing.  

 

 

 



MANAGING PERMISSIONS

 
See the PERMISSIONS options below as they appear in the MANAGE PERMISSIONS field. 

 

 



 

**NOTE: We will be adding more features after folks have had time to adjust to the new Content 
System, and thus, will be rolling out more tutorials and training soon. 

 


